Heterogeneity in the clinical presentation, diagnosis, and treatment initiation of p16-positive oropharyngeal cancer.
Human papillomavirus (HPV)-associated oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma (OPSCC) has a patient demographic, presentation, and clinical treatment response distinct from HPV-unassociated OPSCC. The heterogeneity in presentation and diagnosis within a patient population with HPV-positive OPSCC and its impact on times to presentation, diagnosis, and treatment have yet to be characterized. Patients with biopsy-proven p16-positive OPSCC seen and/or treated at our institution between 2008 and 2018. Of 136 patients with OPSCC seen and/or treated at our institution, 101 met criteria for inclusion. Patients were grouped by several parameters including presenting symptom category (asymptomatic neck mass, neck mass with primary-site symptoms, or primary-site symptoms without a neck mass), p16 status on fine-needle aspiration (FNA), and date of presentation. Median time intervals between presentation to imaging, biopsy, and treatment were compared within each parameter using the Kruskal-Wallis test with a significance level of 0.05. Sixty-five of the 101 study patients presented with a neck mass. Patients without a neck mass had a longer interval from presentation to imaging than patients with a neck mass (median 4 vs 0 days, p = 0.025). Initial FNA obtained on 61 patients was positive for p16 in 19 patients. Unknown or negative p16 status on FNA was associated with shorter intervals from initial imaging to treatment initiation (39 vs 46.5 days, p = 0.045). Patients presenting in the final three years had a longer interval from presentation to treatment initiation (55 vs 41 days, p = 0.024). A neck mass is absent from the clinical picture of a substantial proportion of HPV-associated OPSCC patients. Primary-site symptom category and regional metastasis were not associated with differences in times to diagnosis or treatment initiation at this major referral center. The increased awareness and complexity of treatment decisions related to OPSCC may contribute to the delays in treatment initiation observed in patients with p16-positive FNAs and those who presented in more recent years.